Discrimination – the critical right to choose one thing over another – is a wonderful gift of the human being and is absolutely essential to him in his very existence; in his basic state of comfort and happiness and good living.

Every person discriminates in everything, in every aspect of his life, every day, whether in what food to eat, in what politician to support, in what is best for his every day living – but most importantly, in what is best for family and society.

Proper discrimination is that discrimination that bases decisions in favour of the natural law written in the hearts of man.

Improper discrimination ignores and contradicts this natural law written in the hearts of man.

No government is properly empowered to create an improper discrimination.

Governmental discrimination against the family unit of husband, wife and children is a prime example of improper use of power.

Government discrimination against religious freedom is improper use of power.

Discrimination in favour of any ‘cause’ is improper if supporting that cause discriminates against the family, including the rights and authorities of parents over their children, or against religious freedom or against freedom of speech.

Undermining these basic essentials of any nation – family, freedom, religion – is criminal activity which, if pursued unchecked, will eventually destroy the nation, for the nation is only as strong as the family unit and freedom.